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Finding the little Gate: a u.S. Theologian’s 
reflections on the Public role 
of the church in Hungary1

Összefoglalás

Az esszé kiindulópontja négy olyan történeti léptékű esemény számbavétele, amelyek az utóbbi két évszázad 
során jelentős mértékben alakították Magyarország arculatát. A szerző hangsúlyozza, hogy a magyarországi ke-
resztyén egyházakra az felelősség hárul, hogy ebben a sajátságos kontextusban fel tudják ismerni a társadalmi 
szerepvállalás legalkalmasabb formáit. A tanulmány célja, hogy ösztönzőleg hasson egy olyan dialógus kiala-
kulásában, amely a kontextuális teológiák jelentőségét a magyarországi egyházak és a társadalom számára 
is körültekintően átgondolná. Teológiai szempontból nézve a kontextuális teológiákból eredő perspektívák és 
gyakorlati alkalmazások új megközelítési lehetőségekkel szolgálhatnak az egyházaknak a társadalmi szerepvál-
lalás értelmezésének kiterjesztésében, továbbá az egyházak és az állam közötti partneri viszony és megbékélés 
elmélyítésében.

“Oh, if I had but wings,
like a dove I would fly;

if the Good Lord had only let me,
In this place I would no longer be.”

Psalmus Hungaricus, zoltán kodály2

uring the fall semester of 2010 i taught as a Fulbright scholar at Debreceni 
református Hittudományi egyetem (DrHe) and lived with my family in 
Debrecen for almost five months. The Fulbright program prepared us for 
our semester in Hungary with a weeklong orientation meeting in Buda-

pest in late august. Several scholars gave presentations at the orientation meeting 
intended to help u.S. Fulbright grantees understand the differences in cultural con-
texts, the economic situation in central europe, and the history of Hungary. attila 

 1 This essay was originally a lecture given on December 8, 2010 for students and faculty at DRHE. I am indebted 
to students and faculty who responded to the lecture or met with me on other occasions over the course of the 
semester to help me to better understand the context in which Hungarian churches serve and the Hungarian 
language.

 2 As quoted by farkas: Break Up Your Fallow Ground: An Alternative Theology, 28.
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melegh, a senior researcher at Demographic research institute and Professor at 
corvinus university, was one of the presenters. melegh observed that because of a 
variety of cultural dynamics and Hungary’s distinctive history the most readily ap-
parent and obvious means of accomplishing something, what he described as “the 
biggest gate” through which one could address a problem or create change, may 
be closed. However, he continued his observations by saying that for the Hungar-
ian people there is almost always another way, a “little gate” that one must seek 
and through which one can find the means to solve a problem. if “the big gate” is 
closed in front of you, you have to always look for “the little gate” to find your way. 
i encountered two Hungarian sayings related to this concept; “kicsi kapu” (the lit-
tle gate) and “meg kell találni a kerülő utat” (you need to find the way around it). 
The sociologist’s comments stuck with me throughout our time in Debrecen. we 
passed through many “little gates” as we entered people’s homes where we could 
enjoy sips of homemade palinka while sitting by tiled oven furnaces built to heat 
the family living room. Some were locked at first until we had built strong enough 
relationships to trust one another. “The little gate” also took on a much larger 
meaning while we were living there and became a metaphor through which i be-
gan to shape my understanding of the culture, the circumstances in which peoples 
were living, and the role of the church in Hungarian society and the larger central 
and eastern european context.

i must admit that writing for a primarily Hungarian and european audience is 
a bit intimidating and i will not pretend as a u.S. citizen and foreigner to have all 
of the answers to the problems that Hungarian churches are facing. rather, i have 
two goals this essay. First, i will underscore key historical events in the last two 
hundred years3 that shape the distinctive context in which the churches must ex-
amine and self-consciously reflect upon their larger public role. Second, i hope to 
encourage a more intentional dialogue surrounding the significance of contextual 
theologies for the people and the churches of Hungary. my conviction is that Hun-
gary’s tumultuous history warrants a careful examination of theologies emerging 
from struggles for justice around the globe. moreover, i think developing theolo-
gies that self-consciously reflect upon the historical and cultural factors that shape 
communities of faith in Hungary will begin to provide access to the “little gate,” the 
“way around,” the problems Hungary is facing today. 

 3 There are many other historical events that could be considered. One that should be mentioned is the Turkish 
invasion of Hungary and Turkish rule over Hungary for more than one hundred and fifty years. This period 
made a tremendous impact on the culture, customs, and language. However, I have chosen not to discuss 
the Turkish influence as one of the four pivotal historical events because I want to emphasize the way in 
which modernization, industrialization, and globalization has changed and continues to influence Hungarian 
identities and culture. 
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“Nehéz az élet”

“nehéz az élet” (life is difficult) is a common expression among Hungarians and 
represents not only a commentary on the challenges of performing daily tasks, but 
also refers to the many places where reconciliation is greatly needed in Hungarian 
society. The fall of the iron curtain in 1989 is often remembered as a nonviolent 
end to the build-up of nuclear arms that characterized the cold war era and tense 
relationships between the east and west. However, a radical shift from state social-
ism to capitalism resulted in a collapse of the social conditions within Hungary 
that is difficult to describe in terms of nonviolence. at that time, Hungary lost 1.5 
million jobs4 along with a great deal of the social support provided for elderly peo-
ple and minority populations. Hungary has never been able to fully replace those 
jobs or state-sponsored social support networks and continues to have one of the 
worst labor markets in the world. in 2010, unemployment statistics were hovering 
around 12%, but that statistic did not reflect the percentage of the population who 
did not work because they were elderly, women who bore the burden of domestic 
and care-giving responsibilities, or racial-ethnic populations who encountered dif-
ficulty entering the labor market and are often not counted within statistics due to 
lack of documentation. only 54%5 of Hungarian people in 2010 were considered 
“employed.” economic problems represent just one dynamic of Hungary’s contem-
porary situation. Sociologists and historians alike observe that Hungary has been 
frustrated with and disappointed by its global position for the last two hundred 
years; this frustration and disappointment has been felt socially, politically, eco-
nomically, and within the churches. 

Four key historical events remain pivotal when considering Hungary’s current 
situation: the quasi-colonization of Hungary by the Habsburg dynasty; the creation 
of what historian miklós molnár calls “two Hungarys” as a result of the 1920 Treaty 
of Trianon; the interruption and reframing of Hungarian churches and society by 
the Soviet communist regime; and the emergence of the post-communist Hungar-
ian society within an era of globalization. Scars inflicted by these events are visible 
almost everywhere. understanding the impact of these four key historical events 
is essential to identifying the Hungarian churches’ role in reconciliation and social 
change. 

From a Peasant Society to the Austro-Hungarian Dual Monarchy
For 4,700 years Hungary’s economy was based upon local agrarian production. in 
the middle ages, the kingdom of Hungary was a world “super power” in animal 
husbandry and known for producing delicious wines as well as salt and silver. 
Hungary’s peasant heritage lives on in the people’s favorite foods, primarily savory 
soups, stews, and meat dishes that you can imagine being cooked over an open 
fire. a great deal of diversity existed within the borders of the kingdom of Hun-
gary; only half of the population identified as magyars, the other half identified as 

 4 See kEunE: Youth Unemployment in Hungary and Poland, Geneva, International Labour Organization, 1998. 
 5 This statistic is based upon figured included in the Statistical Yearbook of Hungary 2009 published by the 

Hungarian Central Statistical Office.
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Germans, romanians, croats, Serbs, Slovenians, Slovaks, and ruthenians.6 at least 
these are the groups most often named by historians. another presence is elusive 
within historical texts; the so-called “gypsies” or roma peoples.7

The identity of Hungary’s peoples as farmers and peasants and their ability to 
be able to successfully maintain an agrarian-based economy has radically changed 
over time. There are many reasons for the changes in the peasant and multicul-
tural identity of Hungarians, but the period between the years of 1867–1919, the 
austro-Hungarian dual monarchy, accelerated the process of change. Historians 
use different terms to write about the centuries-long strained, yet strong ties be-
tween austria and Hungary.8 among those terms is “quasi-colonization” which 
emphasizes the fact that there was never a true balance of power between the 
two countries. There were many efforts to resist austria’s power over Hungary. For 
example, lajos kossuth declared Hungary’s independence from austria in 1849, 
just a few years prior to the compromise which became the dual monarchy. Dip-
lomatic efforts failed to secure Hungary’s independence because politicians were 
unable to garner successfully the support of powerful western european nations. 
The dual monarchy in that context was a compromise made with the Habsburgs 
that was intended to enable Hungary to maintain some of its own identity while 
existing under the austrian monarchy. 

Historian András Gerő writes, 
The most important aspect of the legacy (and the memory) is that the era of 
the austro-Hungarian empire was one of embourgoisement of the nations in 
the region. Significant social, economic and political changes took place over 
a relatively short period of time: peoples’ daily lives changed and what is now 
referred to as modernity became a defining factor for an increasing number of 
people.9 

 6 See molnár: A Concise History of Hungary, 222–3. 
 7 The naming of Roma peoples is a significant and complex issue historically and in contemporary discourse. 

There are many different types of “gypsies” even within the boundaries of Hungary. Ethnographer Péter 
Szuhay gives examples groups of Roma peoples with reference to the regions in which they are living in 
Hungary, their dialect, their tribal names, and their clan names. Examples of the tribal names of Vlach Roma 
living in Nógrád County include Lovari (horse-traders: horse-dealers), Post’ari (pick pockets), Kherari (casual 
laborers), Colari (carpet dealers), Kelderari (coppersmiths), Cerhari (tent dwellers), Èurari (knife-grinders), 
etc. The language of the Vlach Roma is Vlax, a dialect of Romani language. However, in Hungary, most (95%) of 
the Roma peoples speak Hungarian and those whom I met considered themselves to be part of Hungary, not 
a separate and distinct group. Among Hungarian speaking Roma peoples are the Cigány. Europeans who are 
part of the dominant cultures in Western, Central, and Eastern Europe have yet to agree with Roma peoples on 
names that are chosen by the Roma themselves or upon a common history. For a fuller discussion of this issue 
and list of references to different Roma communities see szuHay: Ethnographic and Anthropological Research 
on Hungary, 229–232.

 8 The kingship of Hungary was tied to the Habsburg dynasty as early as the 15th century. 
 9 GErő: The Heritage of Empire, 209.
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while the compromise had benefits there were also some costs for larger society 
and for religious communities. a more centralized government was created with 
Hungarian as the official language. other languages could be preserved in local 
communities and in schools, but it could be argued that this centralized govern-
ment came at some expense to Hungary’s multicultural and multiethnic identity. 
The Hungarian economy shifted toward industry to keep in step with the rapid 
industrialization of the world market at the expense of the agrarian economy. By 
1910, “[m]odern factories, with less than half a million workers, produced twice 
as much as the workshops of 2 million small artisan entrepreneurs.”10 Between 
1890 and 1913 the number of credit and banking institutions increased from 634 
to 1,842, not including the addition of 39 austro-Hungarian Banks. national banks 
began to account for 39% of all banking and credit activities.11 The level of educa-
tion increased and illiteracy decreased as a state-run system of education was 
founded, including universities in Debrecen and kolozvár. Beautiful public build-
ings and homes were constructed in cities and towns to represent modernization 
and identification with austria, but dramatically and visibly changed the tradition-
al buildings and the thatched roof Hungarian family dwellings. The reach of the 
monarchy extended into churches and synagogues. religious services were often 
translated into the German language to show ties with austria; this policy signifi-
cantly impacted the nature of the weekly prayers or services. a lifetime resident 
of Budapest and member of the Dohány Street synagogue explained to me that in 
the synagogue rabbis delivered sermons in yiddish and were required to translate 
them into German. 

much more could be said, but the examples above illustrate the dramatic chang-
es in Hungarian life, culture, education, religious practice, and peasant identity 
occurring during this era. The austro-Hungarian dual monarchy “provided a sta-
ble institutional framework, more or less reliable overall conditions and a strong 
currency.”12 These were obvious successes. However, this observation is also in-
complete. The “peace” and stability that Hungary experienced was uneasy. There 
was a prevalent feeling among the people living as Hungarians under the “dual 
monarchy” that “the empire that they were living in was not their own.”13 andras 
Gérő puts it bluntly, “almost everybody hated everyone else within the Habsburg 
empire. There was a sense of fear behind almost everything. with the endur-
ing influence of memory, the various national movements all pleaded with equal 
veracity that they were somehow being oppressed by one another.”14 moreover, 
historians underscore the kind of passive resistance used by the Hungarians to 
respond to changes and policies that were enacted to “modernize” the nation. 
molnár suggests that “the appearance of a new form of opposition to authority 
and to Germanification … became a way of life and an ethical code.”15 He offers 

 10 molnár: The Concise History of Hungary, 220.
 11 Ibid.
 12 GErő: The Heritage of Empire, 222.
 13 Ibid.
 14 Ibid., 210.
 15 molnár: The Concise History of Hungary, 202. 
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some instructive illustrations. in a popular novel of the time written by mór Jókai, 
a character responded in this way to a tobacco tax imposed upon the Hungar-
ian people with a large percentage of the proceeds being channeled to austria: 
“i’ll stop smoking!” in response to a tax imposed upon wine: “i’ll quit drinking!” 
Throughout the dual monarchy Hungarians felt a tension with the monarchy, main-
tained a fascination with the thousand year old past, and experienced continued 
tensions between minorities. 

“Have you heard about the Treaty of Trianon?”
Being part of the austro-Hungarian empire also meant that Hungary would be on 
the losing side of the First world war. after the war, the victors sought to punish 
Germany, austria, Hungary and their allies. The versailles Treaty with Germany 
is remembered in the west for its harshness and the way in which it contributed 
to the economic conditions and social attitudes that led up to the Second world 
war. However, in Hungary, the Treaty of Trianon took center stage. on many oc-
casions we found ourselves confronted with the question: “Have you heard about 
the Treaty of Trianon?” it took some time for us to understand the importance of 
this question or the true impact of this treaty on Hungary. 

molnár suggests that “the conditions imposed upon Hungary by the Treaty of 
Trianon … were more draconian than those imposed on Germany. even austria, 
also severely punished, received a part of the Hungarian kingdom …”16 Third in a 
series of treaties after the war, the Treaty of Trianon was written with little or no 
input from the Hungarians and reduced Hungary’s geographical territory by about 
two thirds to 93,073 square kilometers and its’ human population by 3,425,000 
inhabitants. Historically, Hungary had always dealt with many national minorities, 
but with the loss in population the multicultural identity shifted. loss in population 
and land meant a shift in the identity of Hungarian religious communities. mol-
nár writes, “Denominational homogeneity … increased. catholics now constituted 
around two thirds, Protestant 27 per cent, uniates [Greek catholics] and orthodox 
2.8 per cent and Jews 5.1 per cent.”17 Hungarian reformed churches were signifi-
cantly impacted by the treaty, particularly in the northeast where the reformed 
church was the strongest. Béla levente Baráth underscores the fact that “1023 
[Hungarian reformed] congregations out of 2073 were excluded from the country 
by these new borders.”18 For the church as a whole, this meant loss of members, 
properties, and a reconfiguration of regional church structures. 

after Trianon, the borders of Hungary were in flux for at least two and a half 
decades. The treaty that was partially intended to punish Hungary for its’ own 
extremism had the reverse effect and exacerbated the situation. Trianon created 
unrest by separating self-identified Hungarians from their home country, increas-
ing nationalism, fueling new forms of extremism, later contributing to the Hun-

 16 Ibid., 262.
 17 Ibid., 268. 
 18 BaráTH: Changes in the Situation of the Reformed Hungarian Minority, 271. 
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garian leaders’ openness to collaborate with Hitler,19 and escalating tensions with 
surrounding neighbors, especially those that benefitted from the treaty – romania, 
croatia, and Slovakia. 

The society that emerged after Trianon was essentially “two Hungarys,” to use 
molnár’s words: “one in the process of modernization and of becoming a middle-
class, liberal society the other stuck in the past.”20 many people who spoke Hungar-
ian and claimed Hungarian traditions and identity now found themselves living in 
the “diaspora” outside the boundaries of their home. in the northeastern part of 
Hungary the significant changes in borders during the 20th century levied a heavy 
toll on the reformed churches. The Hungarian reformed churches were forced to 
reorganize their structures and mission to those living in the “diaspora.” nostalgia 
for the church of the past and for what Hungarians call “historic Hungary” persists 
today. many magyar maps highlight territories lost and emphasize the much larger 
boundaries of the nation that once existed. 

The Communist Regime’s Interruption and Reframing 
of the Hungarian Churches and Society
charles west, Stephen colwell Professor of christian ethics emeritus at Princeton 
Theological Seminary, observes that: “[t]he memory of communist society still in-
fluences … european colleagues in ways that many of us in the west cannot fully 
understand. For the older generation it was personal experience; for the younger 
it is social history with which they still live, even if subconsciously.”21 neither u.S. 
churches nor u.S. society has ever experienced what it is like to be interrupted, 
reframed, and suppressed by a totalitarian regime, therefore u.S. understandings 
of the impact of the communist past on the people of Hungary will be extremely 
limited. u.S. perspectives will also be tainted by our own government’s propa-
ganda from the 1950’s through the 1980’s. The u.S. had its own “un-american ac-
tivities committee” which was created to monitor “un-american” and “subversive” 
political groups and used as a government watchdog for u.S. citizens with socialist 
sympathies. communism was seen as a direct challenge to our civil religion, “de-
mocracy.” citizens of countries once part of the former Soviet union are still some-
times assumed by many members of the u.S. public, to be godless communists. 
admittedly, this is a remnant of our own limited view, but nonetheless it is a view 
that exists even today. There is very little knowledge, except among specialists, 
of the long history of the churches in this region, the formative role of faith even 
during the communist era, or regarding the diversity that exists here in terms of 
multicultural identities. 

 19 On different occasions Hitler and Mussolini ceded land to Hungary, including parts of Romania and what was then 
Czechoslovakia. At one point, Hungarian territory once again reached 172,000 square kilometers. From a Hungarian 
perspective, the injustice of the Treaty of Trianon had been put right by Hitler and Mussolini and it left Hungary with 
a horrible debt to fascist leaders; a debt Hungary would regret having to pay. See molnár: The Concise History of 
Hungary, 282. 

 20 Ibid., 271.
 21 WEsT: Public Theology in Central Europe, 2.
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it has been made clear to me in these last few months that faith was a strong 
source of support for many people as the Soviets transformed Hungarian society in 
the years following world war ii. lászló Gonda described key theological positions 
that emerged after world war ii in his doctoral dissertation entitled The Service of 
Evangelism, the Evangelism of Service. Gonda draws upon the work of Jos colijn to 
name four key theologies: the official theology of church leadership, Barthianism, 
historical calvinism, and revivalism.22 in addition, Gonda argues that the theology 
of the “serving church” represents a fifth position. The theology of “the serving 
church” was developed from a ruling ecclesiastical position and characterized by 
a dialogue between marxism and christianity. communism in this theological sys-
tem was accepted as God’s “instrument” and a “means of discipline” even within 
the church.23 This type of union of church and state is deeply problematic, but 
represents just one position of the time. There were also people, including pastors 
and other religious leaders, who established themselves as resistors and refused to 
collaborate with the communist regime.24 Some resistors were sent to forced labor 
camps, killed by torture, inhumane treatment, or disease. clerical status offered 
no immunity. ministers were arrested and imprisoned if they spoke out. overall, 
the communist regime succeeded in interrupting and diminishing the public voice 
of the churches by keeping ministers under constant surveillance, impoverishing 
ministers’ families by ensuring that they were paid the lowest salaries, prevent-
ing religious education from being taught in nationalized schools and limiting the 
number of theological training schools, and seizing church properties for public 
use.25 i have heard it explained that silence was used a weapon by the state to lord 
its power over people, including religious leaders. at this point, it is not entirely 
clear to me how this use of silence also impacted the life of the church itself. 

Social ethicist Sándor Fazakas suggests that the communist past manifests it-
self in Hungarian society and churches today in “a mentality of sacrifice, hate, 
silence, mistrust, and the inability to make decisions …”26 Fazakas argues that “[u]
nder communism, the churches of the east Bloc developed different strategies for 
negotiating the difficult path between accommodation and resistance. as a rule 
they sought to legitimize their accommodation theologically and to cover up the 
sinful failures of ecclesiastical leaders.”27 Throughout the communist years little or 
no public theology existed with the church. now churches have the opportunity to 
reclaim and reconsider their work in the public forum. 

 22 Gonda: The Service of Evangelism, the Evangelism of Service, 52.
 23 Ibid., 58.
 24 It is important to make the observation that many Hungarians would also add the 1956 revolution as one of the most 

important historical events shaping Hungarian identity today. 
 25 Baráth discusses the impact of Soviet policies on religious education and church related institutions. In Hungary 

and Romania theological faculties were forced to form one institution. Many charitable institutions were also 
confiscated. Ministers could only teach young people on Sunday morning. There were church members in every 
congregation who “reported” to state authorities the content of Sunday sermons. 

 26 fazakas: Justification and Reconciliation: Considerations from the Churches in Eastern and Central Europe, 232.
 27 Ibid.
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many contemporary missiologists are encouraging central and eastern euro-
pean churches to reexamine their mission in the post-communist era. The ques-
tions and context for the work of the church have changed. Peter zvagulis points 
out that “[i]n the central and east european context reconciliation is becoming 
one of the most important priorities of our time, both in politics and mission work. 
Because this new direction does not require crossing geographic boundaries but 
rather crossing perceptional division lines within the same society, it requires new 
approaches to the concept of mission.”28 The primary questions placed before the 
churches can no longer be framed in terms of the survival of the church as an 
institution in a hostile political environment or as apologies for the christian faith 
in response to political ideologies. wojciech kowalewski argues that the questions 
confronting churches today concern “the relationship between proclamation of 
the gospel and loving service rooted in solidarity with the hurting world.”29

Emergence of the Post-communist Hungarian Society 
within an Era of Globalization
as a society, Hungary has the unenviable position and arduous task of strengthen-
ing its young democracy and economic position in an era in which we are more 
conscious of globalization than ever before. The impact of globalization in this 
context can be seen in positive and negative ways. in a positive sense, there is the 
possibility for interchange – trading of goods, cultures, ideas, etc. – across borders 
that would either have been closely monitored or not permitted in the communist 
era. one pastor with whom i met observed that there has not been a study done 
regarding the effects of cultural exchanges within the last twenty years. Such re-
search would be timely. in the negative sense, Hungary doesn’t enter into the glo-
bal market on a level playing field with so-called First world nations and is forced 
to compete for its own survival with markets that are much stronger even during 
an economic recession. Fazakas articulates the challenges that Hungary is facing 
in this way: “The fight for survival among the new players on the economic scene 
has led here in Hungary and in other central and eastern european countries, to 
polluted waters and soils, dying forests, cheap storage of chemicals and radioac-
tive waste.”30 The october 2010 toxic spill near kolontár reinforces this prophetic 
point.

Some theologians and historians have expressed their longing for a more uni-
fied europe, but the current context has made clear that unity in europe won’t 
result solely from the opening up of borders to the east and by strengthening of 
economic ties through the European Union. Gérő argues, 

all in all, it appears that while there exists a european union in the way of think-
ing and manifested in practice, there is also an historical reality which is not 

 28 svaGulis: Countering the Impact of Hate Speech: A Mission of Peacemaking and Reconciliation, 92. 
 29 koWalEWski: Towards and Integrative Approach in Post-Communist Missiological Thinking, 84. 
 30 fazakas: Covenanting for Justice, 485.
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even remotely connected to that of the union. There is a supranational language 
and mode of thinking as well as an actual historical process that realises the 
self-interest of individual nations.31 

ideological conflicts are not the only reason for structural differences and eco-
nomic disparities between western and eastern europe. The different historical 
development of each of the european nations and their regions as well as popula-
tions composed of very different multiethnic and multicultural realities must also 
be carefully examined for the impact upon european unity. 

Histories of Hungary give attention to a variety of ethnic groups (magyars, Ger-
mans, ruthenians, romanians, Serbs, croats, etc.), but few of the most known 
historical studies include references to roma peoples prior to the twentieth cen-
tury.32 nowhere in europe today, does the need for reconciliation seem to be 
greater than between dominant, more widely recognized cultures and the roma 
peoples. The naming of roma people and finding a common history is a signifi-
cant problem for europe. in romani language “roma” means “human being.” The 
word for gypsy in German is “ziguener” and is derived from a Greek root which 
originally meant “untouchable.”33 There are many different names found among 
roma peoples that usually have origins related to their work. according to the 
world Bank, 7–9 million roma people live in all of europe; approximately 6 mil-
lion live in central and eastern europe. Hungary has the fourth largest popula-
tion. in some countries, roma people lack adequate documentation to claim their 
citizenship which limits their access to full employment, health care, and social 
services. child poverty is higher in Hungary than the eu average and the highest 
poverty rate is experienced among roma children. 29–30% of Hungarian children 
live in poverty; 50% of roma children in Hungary live in poverty. nicole Fiore, 
a former Fulbright grantee to Hungary, writes that some say that roma peoples 
are the “biggest ‘losers’ in the change from communism to capitalism because 
of the loss of governmental welfare programs.”34 a study conducted by istván 
kemény, Gábor Havas, and Gábor kertesi between october 1993 and February 
1994 concluded that among roma peoples, “[m]ore than 40 percent of today’s 
inactive workers had lost their jobs before the end of 1990.”35 more recent statisti-
cal surveys show that roma peoples continue to be disproportionately affected by 
high unemployment rates when compared to non-roma peoples. add to that the 
racism and discrimination against the roma peoples that persists all over europe. 

 31 GErő: The Heritage of Empire, 214.
 32 This is partly due to a lack of documentation. There are some early references to Roma peoples, including 

references to resettlement in Maria Theresa’s writings in the 18th century.
 33 See the U.S. Holocaust Museum website at http://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/article.php?ModuleId=10005395.
 34 fiorE: Roma in Hungary: A Look at Government Initiatives, 251–266. 
 35 As quoted in Rights Denied: The Roma of Hungary, New York, Human Rights Watch, 1996, 78.
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The fall of the iron curtain also meant that people could migrate to the west, in-
cluding roma peoples. initiatives to create systemic and structural change that will 
lead to full inclusion are fairly new in this region and the need is great.36 

Finding the Way Around Hungary’s Tragic and Difficult History
Hungary’s tragic and difficult history greatly influences the contemporary con-
versation about church involvement in social change and the circumstances in 
which systemic and structural change can emerge. Fazakas writes, “the situation 
of countries of eastern and central europe offers a special horizon of experience 
(Erfahrungshorizont) … as these countries struggle with issues of historical guilt 
and reconciliation since the end of communist domination.”37 However, Hungarian 
churches and religious people also have a special opportunity to articulate their 
own distinctive public voice theologically and within the larger society. Fazakas 
also discusses the importance of partnership models between church and state 
that are found in the west. Theologically, the perspectives and practices grow-
ing out of liberationist and contextual theologies will be of value to Hungarian 
churches because of the model of partnership and reconciliation they provide for 
religious communities themselves. 

i am still seeking the “little gates,” the ways around and the means to solve, the 
problems stemming from the historical events that i named above. Social gospel 
theology, liberation theologies, and other contextual theologies continue to pro-
vide “the big gates” in the u.S. and many other countries through which communi-
ties of faith have addressed economic, social, and political injustices. The language 
of “liberation,” “solidarity,” and “cooperation” is freighted with heavy baggage in a 
part of the world that has experienced more than its fair share of extremism, vio-
lent revolutions, and terrorism sponsored by fascist and communist regimes. as i 
understand it, the term “liberation,” “felszabadítás” in Hungarian, bears a negative 
connotation because of its association with the Soviet occupation of Hungary.38 

 36 There are some important government initiatives underway including the Decade of Roma Inclusion  
2005–2015. I also visited some initiatives in Budapest that were making important strides. One project, the Mag-
dolna Project, is an example. The Magdolna Project was established in 2005 within an economically deprived, 
predominately Roma area. Their goals include: ensuring livable conditions for residents, increasing knowledge 
about social diversity, supported individual alternatives of a different way of life, supporting cooperation 
among different actors, enhancing social cohesion, reducing the rate of segregation, and transforming the ima-
ge of their neighborhood. Mission projects within and among the Roma peoples have been sponsored for some 
time by the Hungarian Reformed Church. While attention given to addressing immediate needs through charity 
is important, the missions that I visited did not appear to involve the Roma people themselves in a significant 
and a meaningful way in establishing initiatives, creating the agenda for them, or managing their work. 

 37 fazakas: Justification and Reconciliation: Considerations from the Churches in Eastern and Central Europe, 231.
 38 The root of this word in Hungarian is “szabad,” meaning to be freed and has a much longer history and a less 

negative connotation. 
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“liberation” as a term appears to have been colonized. i wonder, however, if there 
is alternative language that could be used and whether or not a new word, a new 
concept, could be created to convey the kind of sacred freedom known as one 
names and claims his or her own creation in the image of God. i have encountered 
some terms that i will continue to research and ponder.39 

while the terminology is a problem in the Hungarian language, the basic ideas 
associated with liberation and contextual theologies remain significant for this 
part of the world. contextual theologies invite further reflection on and stimulate 
discussion of the historical and cultural factors that shape narratives, customs, and 
traditions of communities of faith. attention to contextual theologies emerging 
from other areas of the world will be an important aspect of this conversation. 
contextual theologies emerge from distinctive contexts and empower groups who 
have experienced oppression to name their own histories and to claim their own 
narratives. contextual theologies underscore the struggles of particular peoples 
against oppression and highlight the ways in which individuals and communities 
claim the fullness of their own humanity as a reflection of the imago Dei. in this 
region, resistance to liberation and contextual theologies is due in part to a fear 
of violence and the way in which cultural identities are defined and claimed with 
respect to geographical territory. However, it is possible to cultivate active forms 
of non-violent resistance to economic, social, and political oppression. consider 
just a few of the heroes and sheroes of the west: Sojourner Truth, Gandhi, martin 
luther king, Jr., Desmond Tutu, Dorothy Day, nannie Helen Burroughs, and Gor-
don cosby. Perhaps, most important within this particular context, is that contextu-
al theologies resonate well with reformed thought. The reformers of the sixteenth 
century emphasized the concept of a priesthood of all believers to assert that 
individual believers themselves had direct access to the divine and to empower 
christians to act upon their faith. The membership of the churches was composed 
of parents, teachers, doctors, bakers, farmers, and many others, each with the task 
of embodying their faith in the world. 

while in Hungary, i found few examples of theologies being written from lib-
eration or contextual perspectives. This may be a limitation of my own language 
abilities. But i did encounter important examples of religious people empower-
ing people from the margins. i visited a church in Budapest where eszter karsay 
serves as pastor. Behind the pulpit of the church a biblical text from John chapter 
6 is painted on the wall. The text reads, “whosoever comes to me i will never cast 
out.” karsay described to me some of the ways that this text has formed and con-
tinues to inform her own congregation and the way that they challenge themselves 
to provide hospitality for people who are homeless, people who are called roma, 
and many others. as i continue to reflect on this experience of living, teaching, 
and conducting research in Hungary, the biblical passage from the gospel of John 
will remain with me. i wonder how the people of Hungary will consider its mean-

 39 It is my understanding that “egy” (one) is associated with that which is sacred, especially in terms of the 
church, “egyház.” I wonder if there is a way of speaking about sacred freedom that combines the oneness 
associated with the church and the freedom experienced by claiming and naming one’s creation in God’s own 
image (combining “egy” – “szabadság”). 
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ing in light of Hungary’s history, disappointments, frustrations, multicultural and 
multiethnic identity as well as hope for the future. 
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